Applying the Persona of User’s Family Member and the Doctor to the Conversational Agents for Healthcare

Abstract
Conversational agents have been showing lots of opportunities in healthcare by taking over a lot of tasks that used to be done by a human. One of the major functions of conversational healthcare agent is intervening users’ daily behaviors. In this case, forming an intimate and trustful relationship with users is one of the major issues. Factors affecting human-agent relationship should be deeply explored to improve long-term acceptance of healthcare agent. Even though a bunch of ideas and researches have been suggested to increase the acceptance of conversational agents in healthcare, challenges still remain. From the preliminary work we conducted, we suggest an idea of applying the personas of users’ family members and the doctor who are in the relationship with users in the real world as a solution for forming the rigid relationship between humans and the chatbot.
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Introduction
Advances in voice recognition, natural language processing, and artificial intelligence have led to the increasing
availability and use of conversational agents in the healthcare domain. The use of conversational agents is increasing not only in the medical organization but also in the field of daily health management. For example, intervening users’ behaviors that negatively affect their health status or provoking healthy behaviors that lead to positive health outcomes is becoming one of the major functions of conversational agents in healthcare. Chatbots have recently been highlighted as one of the most promising forms of healthcare system. [1, 9]. This is because interventions for health management often rely on sense-making and learning, and conversation is an effective medium for serving this mechanism [7]. For example, Huang et al [6] have used a chatbot for continuous management of user’s weight.

Managing daily behaviors that could potentially affect one’s health status that usually aim for long-term behavioral change. In this manner, forming an intimate, trustful relationship between the conversational agent and the users is essential and the relationship between them should be well designed based on the previous HCI works.

A lot of efforts were made to narrow down the relational gap between the healthcare agent and the user. When it comes to the conversational agent, the users’ perceived intimacy of the agent is influenced by the conversational style of the agent including tone of voice, linguistic markers, and frequent words, etc [4, 11]. Integrating these factors, conversational agents’ particular persona perceived by the users affects the success of forming a rigid relationship in the human-agent interaction.

Applying persona to the agent has possibilities of enhancing a user’s health management behavior by forming a positive relationship between them. Some relational agents have shown positive outcomes in healthcare by implementing a certain persona to the agent. Bickmore et al [2] found that agent with empathetic persona is effective for managing mental health while subtle persona agent instructing exercise increased the solidarity of the behavior change [3]. However, designing a persona that satisfies and every user is challenging since most of the systems with persona are not customized to individual user [10]. This ends in a lack of intimacy between the system and the user in some cases. Moreover, generally designed personas even lead to a false sense of understanding. To prevent negative outcomes, applying the customized persona could be an ideal solution but few studies have dealt with this issue [10].

To design a customized persona for an individual’s healthcare, we have applied the persona of users’ support providers to the healthcare agent. We have developed and compared three chatbots. Two of them were chatbots with customized persona (users’ family member and the doctor) and one was without persona (control).

**Applying Persona of User’s Support Providers to the Healthcare Chatbot**

In this position paper, we propose an idea of applying the persona of the user’s support providers from the real world for designing customized persona of a healthcare agent. We first share results from our preliminary study. Then, we present the consequences of applying the persona of users’ support providers who are in the relationship in the real world and discuss design considerations based on our results.

Among various types of support providers, we present the two example cases, the users’ family member and the doctor that was applied to the chatbot. For persona development, differentiated appearance including profile image and profile name and conversational style were implemented. These features have been known to play a major role in
To customize the appearance for both chatbots, profile pictures with a recognizable face were used as the agent’s profile (Figure 2). For the conversational style, we collected conversation data from participant’s family member and the doctor (Figure 1). All chatbots were built on KakaoTalk, the most popular messenger app in South Korea.

**The persona of users’ family members and the doctor enhanced the relationship between the healthcare chatbot and the user.**

To evaluate three chatbots, we recruited eleven participants (Female: 6, Male: 5) aging from 19 to 60 years old ($M = 46$ $SD = 13.82$) with metabolic syndrome, since these people were highly in need of continuous behavior interventions [5]. We conducted a within-subject study to measure the effects of personas on the human-chatbot relationship. Participants were instructed to interact with the chatbots with the given tasks related to daily behaviors that could potentially affect the user's health status. Tasks were related to diet, exercise, medication, alcohol consumption and smoking. They received behavioral intervention messages while interacting with chatbots. After completing all tasks, participants evaluated all chatbots with survey and semi-structured post-hoc interview. Questions they were asked included perceived intimacy and perceived trustfulness which is the key indicator of the rigid relationship [8]. Moreover, we added questionnaires evaluating system acceptance to answer if increased relationship positively affects system acceptance. As a result, chatbots with the personas of users’ family members and the doctor showed significantly higher perceived intimacy and the perceived trust than the control chatbot. Also, chatbots with the persona of their support providers were significantly more acceptable than the control chatbot with no application of persona.

**Perceived intimacy of the healthcare chatbot with the family persona** Chatbot with the application of family member’s persona showed significantly high perceived intimacy than the others ($F(2,30 = 19.421, \ p <0.001)$). From the interviews, we found most of the participants indicated the intimate relationship with the family persona affected the acceptance of the system. P6 said that “Chatbot mimicking My daughter is less annoying than any others because we are in a close relationship and I love her”, P5 laughed and said that “I feel like I am really talking with my daughter.” and P8 emphasized that “I know it is not my son, but I feel like I am talking with him which makes system friendly, and moreover, using this system will make me feel emotionally closer to him”. In line with the interview results, perceived intimacy of healthcare chatbot with family persona was significantly related to system acceptance ($Adj \ R^2 = 0.54, p <0.001$).

**Perceived trustfulness of the healthcare chatbot with the doctor’s persona** Chatbot with the persona of the user’s personal doctor showed significantly high perceived trustfulness($F(2,30 = 14.187, \ p <0.001)$) than any other healthcare chatbots. We found additional evidence from the interviews that perceived trustfulness of the chatbot with the doctor’s persona was the key factor of healthcare chatbot’s acceptance. For example, P10 said that “Even though the fundamental contents of the three systems are the same, more faith goes to an expert-like chatbot with a doctor’s persona”. Also, P9 mentioned that “Expert-like chatbot make the information seem more scientific and trustful which make the chatbot more acceptable”. In line with this interview results, perceived trustfulness of the healthcare chatbot with the doctor’s persona was significantly related to system acceptance ($Adj \ R^2 = 0.24, p <0.01$).
Design considerations
Based on our preliminary results, we suggest design considerations for applying the user’s support providers’ persona to the healthcare chatbot.

Relational factors in the real world
The relationship between the user and the healthcare chatbot with the persona of the user’s support providers could largely be affected by the actual relationship between the user and the user’s support provider in the real world. In our results, trustfulness had more influence on the human-agent relationship in the interaction between the user and the chatbot with the persona of the doctor than the persona of the family member. On the other hand, intimacy had more impact on the human-agent relationship in the interaction between the user and the healthcare chatbot with the persona of the family member than the doctor. From this, we could infer that defining relational factors derived from a relationship between the user and the actual support provider, whose persona is implemented to the system, has to be preceded before designing a healthcare chatbot with the persona of user’s acquaintances.

Linguistic factors to consider when applying the persona of user’s support providers to the healthcare chatbot
The selection of a conversational style may contribute to designing a more acceptable healthcare chatbot. As indicated in our result, variation in the conversational style made participants perceive the agents more like their actual support providers. Since the ultimate goal of our agents with persona was to mimic positive aspects of the relationship between the user and the support providers, we carefully observed the effect of this facet as well.

Specific linguistic factors played an important role in participants’ persona perception, making the agent more like the real family member and the doctor. General patterns of such differences are endearment (e.g. mumpy, sweetie, angel), hedging (e.g. em, oh, ah), frequent typos, word choice, and emojis. For example, P7 pointed out that “Using exclamation mark at the end of the sentence is what my sister is always doing! I feel like I am really having a conversation with her.” P4 emphasized that hedging made the chatbot more like her son by saying that “My son always uses a word like ‘OMG’ before he starts to say something. When I saw this word in the chatbot, I thought it really looked similar to a conversation with my son.” However, a repetition of the same message content ends in negative consequences by making agents feel like a machine. P6, P9, and P10 mentioned that the repetition of the same contents will reduce the feeling of human likeness.

Conclusion
The novelty of our study lies in applying the traits of user’s support providers to the healthcare chatbot for continuous and effective healthcare. While the potential of applying an actual person’s persona is yet to be explored in this field, progress in artificial intelligence and robotics is enabling computers to be more human-like. Computers could look and act like a specific individual in the near future. To take this opportunity, we have explored the opportunities of applying the personality traits of an actual person on the healthcare system.
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